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School education:
- book - keeping and foreign languages diploma 
Working experience:
- at the end of 2013/ 2015 : beginning of goalkeeper coach career for Empoli FC 

academy, one of the most important basin of youth football in Italy and Europe; 
youth teams goalkeepers’ headmaster for U-15 team and U-12 team; strict 
collaboration with other goalkeeper coaches of Empoli FC academy; daily field 
support 7 days on 7. 

- 2015 / 2017 season: US Città di Pontedera ( professional Italian team of LEGA 
PRO) goalkeeper coach, U-21,U-17, U-15  and U-14 teams; youth teams 
goalkeepers’ headmaster. Strict collaboration with the head goalkeeper coach of 
the first team in LEGA PRO and pre-season retreat with the first team.

- 2017 / 2018 season: Robur Siena ( professional Italian team LEGA PRO)  
goalkeeper coach, U-17 and U-15 teams and strict collaboration with the head 
goalkeeper coach of the first team in LEGA PRO and pre-season retreat with the 
first team; first team goalkeepers coach assistant. 

Football experience: 
- Two years played for Empoli FC academy as goalkeeper.
- From 2003  to 2007 transfer to Cuoiopelli Cappiano Romaiano, professional team 

in italian LEGA PRO; pre-season trainings in head-team as third goalkeeper and 
head-goalkeeper  in U-21 team; two benches as second goalkeeper, but no debut ( 
age 16).

- 2008 / 2009 season played for Monteriggioni, italian team in Serie D. 
- 2009 / 2010 season played for Montevarchi, italian team in Serie D and one of the 

oldest team in Italy and professional team for many years. 
- Last experience as goalkeeper in 2011 / 2012 in Switzerland, played for a 
professional team, militant in third League ( equivalent to italian LEGA PRO). 
Skills : 
- Excellent knowledge of English language, German, Spanish and French. 
Qualifications :
- Professional goalkeepers coach title for professional youth teams in Italy and 

Europe, till head-teams  in Serie D and assistant for professional italian League. 
- UEFA B title in 2015 / 2016, waiting for goalkeepers coach Master title for Serie A 
and B. 
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